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TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS 
Niinie, op. 82 
Johannes Brahms 
2 
Auch das Schone mur.i sterben! 
Das Menschen und Gotter bezwinget, 
Nicht die eherne Brust 
ruhrt es des stygischen Zeus. 
Einmal nur erweichte 
die Liebe den Schattenbeherrscher, 
Und an der Schwelle noch, streng, 
rief er zu ruck sein Geschenk. 
Nicht stil lt Aphrodite 
dem schonen Knaben die Wunde, 
Die in den zierl ichen Leib 
grausam der Eber geritzt. 
Nicht errettet den gottli chen Held 
die unsterbliche Mutter, 
Wenner, am skaischen Tor fallend, 
sein Schicksa l erfUllt. 
Aber sie steigt aus dem Meer 
mit alien Tcichtern des Nereus, 
Und die Klage hebt an 
um den verherr lichten Sohn. 
Siehe! Da weinen die Gotter, 
es weinen die Gottinnen alle, 
Dari das Schone vergeht, 
dar.i das Vollkommene stirbt. 
Ach ein Klaglied zu sein im Mund 
der Geliebten, ist herrlich, 
Denn das Gemeine geht 
klanglos zum Orkus hinab. 
Even the beautiful must 'i:iie. 
That which subdues mortals and gods 
does not touch the unyielding heart 
of the Stygian Zeus. 
Only once did love soften 
the ruler of the shades, 
and yet, at the threshold, sternly 
he recalled his gift. 
Aphrodite does not soothe the wounds 
of the beautiful boy 
whose delicate body the boar 
crue lly tore. 
The immortal mother does not rescue 
the divine hero, 
when, at the Scaean gate, fal ling, 
he fulfills his destiny. 
But she rises out of the sea 
with all the daughters of Nereus 
and begins the lament 
for her glorified son. 
Behold, the gods weep, 
all the goddesses weep, 
because the beautiful peri shes, 
the perfect dies. 
Even to be a lament on the lips 
of a loved one is glorious, 
fo r the common ones go down 
to Orcus unsung. 
-Friedrich Schiller 
Copyright 2000 by earthsongs; reprinted by permission 
Alto Rhapsody 
Johannes Brahms 
Aber abseits wer ist's? 
Im Gebusch ver liert sich sein Pfad; 
hinter ihm schlagen die Strauche 
zusammen, 
das Gras steht wieder auf, 
die Ode versch lingt ihn. 
Ach, wer heilet die Schmerzen 
dess, dem Balsam zu Gift ward? 
Der sich Menschenhal?, 
aus der FUlle der Liebe trank! 
Erst verachtet, nun ein Verachter, 
zehrt er heimlich auf 
sp'· n eigenen Wert 
1. enugender Selbstsucht. 
1st auf deinem Psalter, 
Vater der Liebe, ein Ton 
seinem Ohre vernehmlich, 
so erquicke sein Herz! 
Offne den umwolkten Blick 
uber die tausend Quellen 
neben dem Durstenden 
in der Wuste! 
But who is that apart? 
His path disappears in the bushes; 
behind him the branches spring together; 
the grass stands up again; 
the wasteland engulfs him . 
Ah, who heals the pains 
of him for whom balsam turned to poison? 
Who drank hatred of man 
from the abundance of love? 
First scorned, now a scorner, 
he secretly feeds on 
his own merit, 
in unsatisfying egotism. 
If there is on your psaltery 
Father of love, one note 
his ear can hear 
then refresh his heart! 
Open his clouded gaze 
to the thousand springs 
next to him who thirsts 
in the wi lderness! 





lhr wandelt droben im Licht 
Auf weichem Boden, selige Genien! 
Glanzende Gotterlufte 
Ruhren euch leicht, 
Wie die Finger der Kunstlerin 
Heilige Saiten. 
Schicksallos, wie der schlafende 
Saugling, atmen die Himmlischen; 
Keusch bewahrt 
In bescheidener Knospe, 
Bluhet ewig 
Ihnen der Geist, 
Und die se ligen Augen 
Blicken in sti ller 
Ewiger Klarheit. 
Dach uns ist gegeben, 
Auf keiner Statte zu ruhn, 
Es schwinden, es fallen 
Die leidenden Mensch 
Blindlings van einer 
Stunde zur andern, 
Wie wasser van Klippe 
Zu Klippe geworfen, 
Jahrlang ins Ungewisse 
hi nab. 
You make way there above in the light 
On smooth ground, blessed spirits ! 
Lustrous divine breezes 
Touch you gently, 
Like the fingers of the Muse 
The holy strings. 
Fateless, like the sleeping 
Infant, the heavenly ones breathe; 
Chastely kept 
In modest bud, 
Eternally blossoms 
Their spirit, 
And their blessed eyes 
Gaze in silent 
Eterna l clarity. 
But to us is allotted 
To rest at no abode, 
Suffering humanity 
Wastes away, falls 
Blindly from one 
Hour to another, 
Like water hurled 
From crag to crag, 
Year after year downward 
into uncertainty. 
-Friedrich Hblderli n 
Translation by John Daverio 
Professor of Music (1979-2003) 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Johannes Brahms 
Nonie, Alto Rhapsody 
The three choral works on the program tonight are among those nineteenth century non-
ecclesiastical pieces that are seldom heard in today's concert halls. It is rare that many of us 
have heard Mendelssohn's Die erste Walpurgisnacht, Schumann's Oas Parodies und die Peri, or 
Brahms's own Gesang der Parzen, to name only a few. There is interesting discussion about 
why this is so, but writers and performers agree that the pieces on this program are three of 
the most beautiful that Brahms composed . The works are pensive, contemplative, passionate 
and full of man 's struggle with grief, loneliness, human powerlessness and fate. Daniel Beller-
McKenna writes that this human struggle takes place in the face of gods who are consistently 
cast in Grecian, not Judea-Christian terms, the result of the nineteenth century German fas-
cination and expertise with Greek mythology. The writers of the texts chosen by Brahms-
German authors Sch iller, Goethe and Holderlin-give us rich language and imagery that needs 
time for pondering. It can be said that the works are relegated to obscurity with the success of 
Ein deutsches Requiem, wh ich Brahms completed in 1869, but these works are equally profound 
sp':.. lly and musically. 
Brahms wrote a large number of small choral pieces out of necessity when he was conducting 
choruses in Detmold (1857-1859) and Hamburg (1859-1860). He thought of those composi -
tions as exercises to strengthen his skills in writing counterpoint. The works on tonight's pro-
gram illustrate his mastery of those techniques. No one questions Brahms's status as a gifted 
composer of choral music, even if the works for chorus and orchestra have been overshadowed 
by his symphonies, chamber music and the rest of the instrumental works . No less a figure than 
Robert Schumann wrote of Brahms, "If he wi ll only point his magic wand to where the powers 
amassed in the orchestra and chorus lend him its might, yet more wonderful glimpses into the 
mysteries of the spirit world awa it us" (Neue Bahnen, 1853). Tonight's music gives us the op-
portunity to hear Brahms explore this world in works rarely heard. 
The compositions have several common characteristics. The chorus is a significant element 
in all three, sometimes supporting (Alto Rhapsody), often prominent. All the pieces begin with 
important orchestral introductions and the orchestra plays an expressive role. The rhythmic 
figures of the timpani appear significantly in Nanie and Schicksalslied. In Alto Rhapsody the re-
lentless throbbing of the timpani that we hear in Schicksalslied is assumed by the str ings, which 
often play triplet or duplet rhythmic figures in the third section. Brahms's characteristic use 
of hemiola is present in all three works. The structure of each work is sect ional, with carefully 
crafted key relationships. Most notable in this regard is the stunning final section of Schick-
salslied where the orchestra plays alone and ends the work in a different key from that which 
opened the piece. All of the texts are full of anguish, feelings of waste, death, separation and la-
menting, but they also contain elements of consolation, beauty and glory. The texts are "bathed 
in music" with melodies that are unforgettably beautiful . The divine and human realms are 
brought together and function as parts of the same order (Daverio). 
Thf'. ,. work on the program, Nanie , op. 82, was written in 1881, on a text of Schiller. The work 
is a , at once tragic and serene, set to a beautiful melody which, according to Jan Swafford, 
"captures the sorrow of death and transcends it in the singing." The piece was inspired by the 
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death of the neo-classical painter Anselm Feuerbach and, in a somewhat odd turn, dedicated 
to Feuerbach 's mother. The text brings our attention to a Greek world of ideas where gods are 
weeping for the death of beauty. That grief is presented as a lament for those who have died 
(ein K/aglied), but, by the end of the piece, the text provides consolation that at least the beauti-
ful did not die unmourned as people sink down to the underworld. (O.rkus) 
Following an orchestral introduction in D major, in which the writing for the winds is expressive 
and rich, the sopranos in the chorus sing the message of the text, first in a theme which rises up 
the interval of a perfect fifth: "Even the beautiful must die" (Auch dos Schone muf-, sterben). The 
unfolding of the piece in a fugal exposition is not surprising for Brahms, but he interrupts the 
fugue after the third voice enters. A short section for a cappel/a chorus precedes a second fugal 
exposition and then another short unaccompanied choral section leads to an abrupt turn to 
F major. (The dominant key of A major is consistently avoided.) F major dissolves quickly, go-
ing through F-sharp minor to F-sharp major, where the middle section, considered pivotal be-
cause of the change in tonality and meter, utilizes a powerful choral unison . In the final sect ion, 
which returns to D major, we are reminded that "although the beautiful die, even a dirge on the 
mouth of a loved one is glorious" (Oaf-, dos Schone vergeht, ouch ein Klaglied zu sein im Mund der 
Geliebten, ist herrlich) and that grief for the death of beauty is transformed into consolation. 
The earliest work on this program is the Alto Rhapsody, op. 53, composed in 1869. It is t}ed 
for one solo voice, male chorus and orchestra. It is thought that Brahms wrote this work or Ju-
lie Schumann, daughter of Clara. Writers speculate that Brahms, lamenting Julie's betrothal to 
another, labeled this piece sarcastically as "a bridal song for the Schumann princess." The text 
is three stanzas extracted from Harzreise im Winter of Goethe in which a lonely and distraught 
young man is wandering alone in the Harz Mountains in the cold . In the first stanza, the man 
is lost in the desolate wasteland (die Wiiste) . By the second part, Goethe describes the young 
man's state of mind as "one whose balsam has turned to poison" (Ach, wer heilet die Schmerzen 
des, dem Balsam zu Gift ward?) . In the third and final section, the chorus sings a hymn, asking 
the question "Is there in your psaltery, father of love, one sound acceptable to his ear? Refresh 
his heart with it!" (/st auf deinem Psalter, Voter der Liebe, ein Ton seinem Ohre vernehmlich, so 
erquicke sein Herz!). 
The work begins for orchestra alone with the strings playing chromatic dissonances in agitated 
tremolo. The tonality is unstable, tending toward C minor, but no tonic is clearly established. 
When the alto solo enters, she is accompanied by the orchestra which plays the material of the 
introduction under the voice. The soloist sings in a kind of recitative: "But who is that standing 
apart?" (Aber abseits, wer ist's?) . The second section of the work, in C minor, is an aria in which 
the soloist sings of pain and hatred of mankind. Brahms's familiar cross rhythms of 6/ 4 and 
3/ 2 and the unsettled meter at the beginning of the section suggest references to the young 
man's anguish, his grief and loneliness. The tonality is C minor. The third section, while asking 
a question, answers it by establishing C major and residing reassuringly in that key to the end 
~f the piece. The soloist, accompanied by male chorus, sings a prayer in a soaring line. The 
final word of Goethe's poetry (die Waste) leaves us with the sense of desolation, but Brahms 
doesn't end the piece there. Instead, he goes back in the poem to the text "Refresh his heart 1" 
(so erquicke sein Herz!) and finishes the comforting prayer with the final chords, which cadence 
in the familiar IV-I progression of a hymn's Amen. 
-Ann Howar "fOnes 
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Schicksa/s/ied, op. 54 
Joseph Sittard, a noted nineteenth-century theater and music historian based in Hamburg, and 
an acquaintance of Brahms from childhood, once said of the Schicksalslied: "even if Brahms had 
never written anything but this one work, it alone would have sufficed to rank him with the best 
masters." Today, over a full century after these remarks were made, the relative dearth of public 
performances of this work and its companions-Nonie (op. 82) and the Gesang der Parzen (op. 
89)-has caused them to recede in importance relative to Brahms's symphonies, concertos, 
chamber music, and songs. Yet, whenever any of these choral-orchestral masterpieces, includ-
ing the Alto Rhapsody (op. 53), does receive a public rendition, audiences respond with undi-
luted enthusiasm, justifying the judgments of Sittard and those who followed him. 
The texts of these composit ions make frequent reference to Greek mythology, history, and phi-
losophy. A deep and wide revival of interest in Greek antiquity began in Germany with Joseph 
Winckelmann in the 1750s and reached its apex over a century later with the work of Friedrich 
Nietzsche. Brahms, who was widely read in this literature, set out to make a major musical 
statement based upon Friedrich Holderlin 's poem Schicksalslied (Song of Destiny) from his novel 
of Y , Hyperion, oder Der Eremit aus Griechenland (Hyperion, or The Hermit from Greece). Brahms 
re l e work during a visit to the coastal town of Wilhelmshaven in 1868, and instantly was 
enthralled by its musical possibilities. The subject of fate especially fascinated him, and in one 
way or another, all three works in th is vein- Schicksalslied, Nonie, and the Gesang der Parzen-
deal with this theme. Events in his own life had made him acutely aware of the way destiny can 
upset man's plans, hopes, and desires, so that German poetry inspired by the ancient notion of 
fate must have seemed to him a perfect antidote. 
Holderlin's three-strophe, twenty-four line plaint falls into two antithetical sections: the first 
two stanzas represent the Olympian gods floating in eternal bliss, whi le the third describes 
humanity as tempest-tossed, suffering, wasting away, violently hurled from one uncertainty to 
another, and unable to find rest until death. Brahms's setting for chorus and orchestra glistens 
with sonic coups from beginning to end. The subtle but stubborn timpani strokes of fate, the 
marvelous woodwind filigree in the inner voices, the wide spacing of the orchestral texture 
that allows the choral recitation al l the room it needs to make a vivid statement, the powerfully 
driving rhythms that punctuate the most passionate moments of the "human" strophe-all of 
these qualities mark the Schicksalslied as a rare jewel of unexpected color and dramatic force. 
Interestingly enough, however, the piece ends in a key other than the one in which it began, and 
does so in a strange way. No other movement by Brahms does this, and rather few works by his 
contemporaries do so either. Why did Brahms make this unusual decision? 
Opening in E-flat, the piece proceeds in the turbulent third stanza to C minor (more or less), 
and concludes with a return to the opening material, quite truncated, in C major, where it ends. 
We know that the ending greatly troubled Brahms himself. Even his ultimate solution did not 
satisfy him complete ly. Indeed, he confessed to his friend Karl Reinthaler that the grafting of 
the opening gesture at the end "would on ly result in nonsense." The Alto Rhapsody, composed 
in close proximity to Schicksalslied, begins pessimistically but ends with a statement of hope. 
Sch_'~ /slied, in fo llowing the reverse course, could have produced an overly morbid effect 
wi·; the ending Brahms tacked on to it-but the mystery still remains. 
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One possib le interpretation might be that the opening key-associated by many writers With 
the realm of the gods-functions as the true toni c, the tonality that transcends the viciss itudes 
of fate that so plague mankind. The portion representing troubled humanity, set in a more agi-
tated tempo and employing the keys of C minor, D minor, and F major, demonstrates the disap-
pointments of lives that never go the way we plan or hope. The echo of Olympus at the end of 
Schicksals/ied, in C major, seems to me to display Brahms's ultimate faith in his descendants 
much like that expressed in William Faulkner's Nobel Prize acceptance· speech: "Man will not 
only endure, but wi ll prevail." We who recall the tragic events of the recent past may find it dif-
ficult to accept this message, but perhaps it can bring us some comfort. 
-Joel Sheve loff 
Joel L. Sheveloff is a professor of music in the School of Music at Boston University. In over forty years 
of teaching in the School of Music, Dr. Sheveloff has developed and taught over fifty courses, in topics 
ranging from medieval keyboard music to opera to music in the Soviet Union. Dr. Sheveloff earned the 
2004 Metcalf Cup and Prize for Excellence in Teaching, the University's highest teaching honor. 
Johannes Brahms, Piano Quartet in G minor, op. 25, 
orchestrated by Arnold Schoenberg 
Johannes Brahms composed his Quartet in G minor, for violin, viola, cello and piano, over several years 
and completed it in 7867, the year of his Second Piano Quartet (in A major), and the Variations and 
Fugue on a Theme by Handel. Among his chamber works, only the First Piano Trio and the B-flat 
Sextet precede the masterful and imposing G minor Quartet; the F minor Piano Quintet would soon 
follow. Clara Schumann was the pianist for the first performance, given in Hamburg in Nove mber 
7867, and a year later, Brahms, newly arrived in Vienna, played piano in the first performance in that 
city. The composer was twenty-nine. 
Having come to the United States in 7933, first to Boston, then New York and Chautauqua, Arnold 
Schoenberg settled in Los Angeles in 7934. It was there that he orchestrated the Brahms G minor 
Quartet, working on it between May and September 7937. Otto Klemperer, with the Los Angeles 
Symphony Orchestra, of which he was music director, gave the first performance on 7 May 7938. 
Shortly before working on the Brahms orchestration, Schoenberg had composed some of his thorniest 
and most intense music, including the Violin Concerto and the Fourth String Quartet. During the year 
of its completion, the Kalisch Quartet performed and privately recorded all four of his string quartets, 
and his son, Ronald, was born. Schoenberg transformed the Brahms G minor Piano Quartet into a work 
for a grand orchestra that consists of 3 flutes (3rd doubling on piccolo), 3 oboes (with English horn), 3 
clarinets (with E-flat and bass), 3 bassoons (with contrabassoon), 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, 
tuba, timpani, bass drum, cymbals, glockenspiel, snare drum, tambourine, triangle, xylophone, and 
strings in extravagant numbers. 
Throughout the history of Western music, the composers whose music remains rewardi ng 
have uniformly been ones who felt a deep connection to, and had a profound understanding of, 
the past. These composers have found numbers of ways to honor their musical ancestors, even 
if they were forging new paths and even if they appeared to throw the baby out with the bath. 
Monteverdi and Boulez, two of the most revo lutionary composers, were thoroughly liter e in 
~heir predecessors' techniques and thinking, and even their wildest creations reflect deE' pts 
in the music that came before. 
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Mozart became a composer by studying and copying older music, and by elaborating on music 
by skilled composers whom the young genius would soon eclipse. Beethoven studied Haydn, 
Schumann studied Bach, and Stravinsky absorbed them all-foremost Bach and Beethoven. 
Many-Wagner, Mahler, Webern, Carter-may have imagined forging uncharted territories, 
but they understood that the centuries'-old line of musical thought kept their rule-shattering 
music coherent and grounded. It has seemed not to matter whether the composers were 
"conservative" or "radical." Johannes Brahms the conservative, studied, loved, edited and 
performed the music of Schutz and Bach; Arnold Schoenberg, the one thought to be a radical, 
looked equa lly to the past, absorbing himself in the music of Bach and of Brahms, a composer 
only forty-one years his senior. 
Many composers have revealed, and even reveled in, their indebtedness by reworking- subt ly 
or dramatically-music from earlier times. When their re-imaginings of someone else's music 
have been extreme, entirely new compositions have emerged, like Bach 's A minor Concerto for 
Four Harpsichords, which sounds much more like Bach than like the Vivaldi Concerto for Four 
Violins that was its genesis. Handel freely appropriated (stole) music of his contemporaries, 
invariably taking something competent but flat and turning it into a living miracle. And 
Stravinsky used music of Pergolesi and Tchaikovsky to create compositions that are so whol ly 
St f· · sky that it is quite easy to forget that there ever had been an older source. His voice is so 
st.. that, when we do hear Pergolesi's music, it's confusing, because it pretty much sounds 
like Stravinsky, though paler. 
The act of re-orchestrating another composer's music shows even greater respect forthe origina l 
than does the act of stealing; such new creations are often feats of wonder, love and reverence. 
Ravel 's magical orchestration of Mussorgsky's black and white Pictures at an Exhibition may be a 
misunderstanding of the Russian 's blunt, rough music, but what a fantastic misunderstanding it 
is, and the Frenchman's effort breathes nothing but awe for the creator. Even Mozart's decidedly 
eighteenth century recasting of Handel's Messiah, complete with anachronistic flutes, clarinets 
and horns, as well as filling out Handel 's intentionally barren bass lines, arose from immense 
love for the oratorio. Although they somet imes veer into criticism, Mahler's re-orchestrations 
of the four Schumann symphonies began with love, a major composer's attempts to bring 
another major composer's music (even more) al ive. And Webern's refracted orchestration of 
the Ricercare from the Musical Offering, aiming to clarify music that he seems to have thought 
obscured by the monochromatic voicing, is full of awe for Bach. 
In each of these instances, the younger composers have tried to help existing music, either by 
clarifying the original or simply by expanding its audience. The successes of their intentions 
may vary great ly, but they all give us fascinating and often compelling insights into wonderful 
composers' views of earlier times. And every one of them, especia ll y Mussorgsky-Ravel and 
Bach-Webern, is exciting in its own right. 
Arnold Schoenberg, too, created many orchestrat ions of other composers' works, from the 
merely functional to the thrilling and brilliant. Reflecting on others' music in this way played an 
important role throughout his life, for his efforts both reflected and influenced his own musical 
thinking. His arrangements from the 1890s and 1900s of operettas by, among others, Franz 
Leh" nd Victor Hollander, may have been inspired less by reverence than by hunger, but the 
sp· this easy-hearted music undoubtedly touched the young composer. His orchestrations 
for small ensemble of Johann Strauss 11 waltzes-Roses from the South, Lagunenwalzer, and 
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Emperor Waltzes-show a gentle affection and respect for the music. And his reduct ion f 
Mahler's Songs of a Wayfarer, for voice, flute, clarinet, string quartet, bass, piano, harmon iu 0 
and triangle(!) is imbued with an eloquence every bit as powerful as Mahler's original for l a rg~ 
though sparingly used, orchestra . ' 
Schoenberg's Cello Concerto in D, after a harpsichord concerto of G.M. Monn, and the Concerto 
for String Quartet and Orchestra in B-flat, after Handel 's Concerto Gros_?O, op. 6, no. 7, go rather 
further afield. Schoenberg cannot resist 'correcting' Mon n's composition (probably a good idea) 
and, like Mozart had been, he is often blind to Handel 's direct and effective rhetoric, making 
some unnecessary and ungainly alterations. His reworkings of Monn and Handel may not 
obscure the originals as much as Stravinsky's Pergolesi or Tchaikovsky, or even Bach's Vivald i 
but Schoenberg's transformation of the original material is still dramatic enough to make t h es~ 
two compositions more his than anyone else's. Anyone eager to hear the Handel concerto 
would do best to turn to Handel, rather than Handel-Schoenberg. Nonetheless, Schoenberg's 
riff is fascinating and often delightful. 
Much more compelling are his colorful orchestrations for large orchestra of two organ chorale 
preludes by Bach, "Komm, Gott, Schi:ipfer, heiliger Geist" and "Schmucke dich, o liebe Seele," 
both from 1922. Each, appearing to have been done with delight, wavers deliciously be• en 
dedication to the original and a free-wheeling fantasy. "Schmucke dich" may occas. .ly 
laden some of the simpler textures with excessive color and detail , but both orchestrations are 
scintillating examples of a great composer grappling with the greatest composer. 
His third Bach orchestration, this one from 1928, is of the so-called "Saint Anne" Prelude and 
Fugue in E-flat, two enormous movements that stand, respectively, on either end of Clavieri.ibung. 
Schoenberg's orchestrat ion imitates nothing of Bach's t iny orchestra, for the modern orchestra 
calls for an array and number of instruments that the eighteenth century composer could 
never have known or even imagined. But it does suggest something of the octave couplings 
of the organ at its grandest and, through what rises to the level of compositional choices, 
illuminates the myriad contrapunta l voices. Comparable re-creations, at least in grandeur, are 
Elgar's orchestration of Bach's Fantasia and Fugue in C minor, and Leopold Stokowski's fam ous 
take on the Prelude and Fugue in D minor, but both, especia ll y Stokowski 's, have a lushness 
and homogeneity that doesn't interest Schoenberg. While Stokowski's orchestration imitates 
and inflates the sound of the organ, turning it into a huge, blended nineteenth century one, 
Schoenberg uses brilliant colors to separate Bach 's many layers (adding a few of his own). 
The boldest and most loving of all of Schoenberg's orchestrations is his splendid and gorgeous 
expansion to a work for full orchestra of Brahms's Piano Quartet in G minor. Although the 
conductor Bruno Walter called it Brahms's "Fifth Symphony," another Brahms symphony it 
is not. (In any event, Brahms composed the G minor Piano Quartet fifteen years before he 
completed his First Symphony.) But Schoenberg's intrepid insights into Brahms's music result 
in an amazing freeing up of a very taut composition that can sometimes seem to be fighti ng 
to get out of its own skin. In the full orchestra, the music does seem released, abundantl y 
expressive, vividly colorful, and still having a sublime intimacy and even flexibility that four 
people cannot always achieve. In the liberation of the original , Schoenberg's orchestration 
is like Ravel 's Pictures at an Exhibition, except that we would never call it Schoenberg's .12·ano 
Quartet in G minor. Schoenberg's reverence for Brahms (amplified in his 1947 lecture( ed 
"Brahms the Progressive") shines brightly, but his musical choices-as whacky as some may 




When asked about why he had undertaken this orchestration (it occupied him for over four 
rnonths), Schoenberg replied, 
1. I like the piece. 
2. It is seldom played. 
3. It is always very badly played, because the better the pianist, the louder he plays, 
and you hear nothing from the strings. I wanted once to hear everything, and this I 
achieved. 
My intentions: 
1. To remain strictly in the style of Brahms and not to go farther than he himself would 
have gone if he lived today. 
2. To watch carefully all these laws which Brahms obeyed and not to vio late such, 
which are known only to musicians educated in his environment. 
That Schoenberg " liked the piece" is an understatement. He may have been right about the 
Quartet 's popularity, at least in 1937. And, though pianists may bristle at his accusation, there 
is no doubt that balance problems frequently abound in piano trios and quartets, especia lly 
he · g the viola and ce llo, the instruments that Schoenberg played. 
Commentaries on Schoenberg's work point out how Brahmsian it sounds. Or, they point out 
how un-Brahmsian it is. To this listener, neither view seems particularly germane. To me, it 
is amazing not that the first movement sounds Brahmsian, but that it does so without the 
orchestra ever being used the way Brahms would have. A very expanded woodwind section 
(with English horn, E-flat clarinet and bass clarinet nowhere to be found in Brahms's music), 
three busy trumpets (rather than the usual circumspect two), and a very active, often 
melodic tuba dramatically change the playing field. The very opening itself-E-flat, B-flat and 
bass clarinets intoning the motif in three octaves- signals that we are not about to hear an 
imitation of Brahms's orchestration. Copious dividing of the strings, fully chromatic writing 
for the horns and trumpets (no longer confined to the natural harmonics that restricted the 
brass instruments in the early nineteenth century), and an eagerness to use the trumpet in a 
fully melodic role all separate Schoenberg's orchestration from what Brahms would have-and 
could have-enjoyed. And yet, there is, throughout the first two movements in any event, a 
penetrating Brahmsian sens ibility. 
Perhaps Schoenberg was correct in thinking that he was only doing what Brahms himself might 
have done, were he to have had the orchestra of the twentieth century. More likely, Schoenberg 
was channeling Brahms as if Brahms were alive in the twentieth century, as if he had witnessed 
a world war, ridden in an automobile, flown on an airplane, talked on the telephone, and heard 
Le sacre du printemps and Pierrot /unaire. 
In the second movement, Schoenberg captures the gently veiled yearn ing, even though, again, 
the decisions he makes are not what Brahms ever made-the oboe-Engl ish horn pairing, the 
fancy dividing of the strings into many delicate parts, and the ghost ly string harmonics that 
Whisk away the movement. But nothing sounds unnatural or forced. The third movement 
con · ues to breathe the sp irit of Brahms, despite the beginning's very thick string scoring, 
th uosic woodwind arpeggios (the ways Schoenberg solves the problems of translating 
cha acteristic piano writing into the orchestra seem limitlessly inventive), and the delicate 
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intrusion of a few percussion instruments. When we hear this little triple-time march played by 
a piano quartet, don't we hear the snare drum and xy lophone, anyway? 
It is in the last movement, an impetuous and fiery Hungarian dance, that Schoenberg seems to 
lose his marbles. Cutting loose the muted brass flutter tongu ing, a gli tter ing glockenspiel , high 
fly ing trumpets, chirping piccolo, a scurrying trombone, and- most hilarious of all-a ra mpant 
xy lophone, he lets his imagination fly. It's hard to say whether Brahms yvou ld have laughed or 
sued. But Brahms himself tries to yank the music from itse lf, his players increasingly desperate 
to turn order into gleefu l abandon. So, maybe he would have been delighted. 
The height of Schoenberg's audacity- and brilliance- is his imagining the caden za as a 
pandemonious celebration, a crazed wail of E-flat clarinet plummeting down through t he other 
clarinets, vio lent plucking and snarling brass taunting them all the way, and then a tremendous 
shudder in the ce llos and basses. After a wistfu l reflection in the woodwinds, Schoenberg 
seems to say, "Don't worry, Johannes, we st ill remember you,'' and he lets the so lo strings have 
their shy last say. But the orchestra quickly engulfs the so loists, and in a mad rush the entire 
party stomps to a rollicking fin ish. 
Rachel Hauge, mezzo-soprano 
Rachel Hauge, mezzo-soprano, hails from Corvallis, Oregon and is in 
her first year of the Boston University's Opera lnsitute. Ms. Hauge re-
ce ived her Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance from The Boston 
Conservatory and her Masters of Music in Vo ice Performance from 
Boston University. She is a student of Professor Penelope Bitzas. 
Most recently Ms. Hauge performed the title role in the Boston premiere 
of W ill iam Bolcom's Lucrezia with the Opera Inst itute as well the ro le of 
Dorabella in Cos/ fan Tutte . This past summer she was a vocal fe llow at 
The Tanglewood Music Center where she participated in Master Class-
es with Phyllis Curtin and Maestro James Levine. The 2008-09 season 
-David I-' e 
saw Ms. Hauge make her professiona l debut with Chautauqua Opera as Jennie Hildebrand in 
Street Scene. As a stud io artist at Chautauqua Ms. Hauge prepared scenes from Werther and Six 
Characters in Search of an Author. Ms. Hauge joined Connecticut Opera as a resident artist fo r 
the 2008-09 season, working with Maestro Willie Waters and Assistant Conductor Christo-
pher Devlin. Ms. Hauge was recently awarded the first place prize in the Opera Theater of Con-
necticut's 2009 Voca l Competition Ms. Hauge holds degrees from Boston University and the 
Boston Conservatory. Opera experience includes appearances with Opera Boston, Connecticut 
Opera, Opera del West, Boston University Opera Theater, Crittenden Summer Workshop, Bos-
ton Conservatory Opera, Bel Canto Northwest and Oregon State University Opera. Feat ' ed 
so lo engagements include the Hartford Symphony, Cantata Singers Recital Series, Met -t 
Symphony Orchestra, The Boston Conservatory Orchestra and Southborough Pilgrim Church . 
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Ann Howard Jones, Director of Choral Activities 
Qr. Ann Howard Jones is a professor of music and Director of Choral 
Activities at Boston University. Recognized for her expertise in con-
ducting technique, choral and vocal pedagogy, rehearsal procedures 
and performance practice, Dr. Jones has delivered presentations at 
the national convention of the Music Educators National Conference 
and lectured on rehearsal techniques at the Internationa l Federation of 
Choral Music Symposium. She has been a guest faculty member at 
the universities of Missouri, Miami, Drake, San Diego State, Missouri at 
Kansas City, Michigan State and North Texas. She delivered a lecture on 
score preparation for a professional training workshop at Carnegie Hall , 
and the fol lowing year she was invited to prepare the chorus for Charles 
Dutoit's performance of Stravinsky, Poulenc and Faure at Carnegie Hall. 
She was invited by Chorus America to lead a workshop for conductors of children's choruses 
on the campus of Northwestern University and in San Francisco with the San Francisco Girls 
Chorus, and she was invited to lecture on vocal technique in the choral rehearsal at Juilliard. Dr. 
Jones has also conducted the Mormon Tabernacle Choir in live broadcasts. She has served on 
p1 for the Chorus America Nationa l Convention in Washington, D.C. and for the Conduc-
to. _ uild. 
Equally acclaimed as a conductor, her guest conducting appearances have included many all 
-state, district, regional and festival choruses. She has conducted the Boston University Sym-
phony Orchestra and Symphonic Chorus in the Verdi Requiem in Symphony Hall, which the 
Boston Globe called "stirring" and "memorable." Dr. Jones conducted the Buffalo Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Chorus, the Boston University Symphonic Chorus and Orchestra's performance 
of Britten's War Requiem for the 2004 Eastern Division Convention of the American Choral 
Directors Association, and the 2006 BU Symphonic Chorus and Orchestra performance of 
Vaughan Williams' Dona Nobis Pacem in Carnegie Hall for the inauguration of Robert Brown, the 
current president of Boston University. 
Dr. Jones was Assistant Conductor for Choruses with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra from 
1984 to 1998, where she was closely associated with the late Robert Shaw, Music Director 
Emeritus and Conductor Laureate. She was the first Conductor of the Atlanta Symphony Youth 
Chorus. She served as Musical Assistant with the Robert Shaw Chamber Singers and Festival 
Singers, whose performances led to numerous record ings on TELARC and critical acclaim at 
Carnegie Hall. As one of the organizers of the Robert Shaw Institute, she assisted Mr. Shaw in 
the musical preparations for the Institute, which rehearsed, performed and recorded in France 
from 1988 to 1994. 
Among the awards Dr. Jones has received are Boston University's coveted Metca lf Award for 
Excellence in Teaching, an award based on peer eva luation of work in the classroom and stu-
dent letters of support, and an invitation to lecture for the Lily Foundation's conference on the 
humanities. 
In. · ch 2009, she was invited to conduct chorus and orchestra in the Vaughan Williams 
Dl , obis Pacem and Cenotaph, a premiere by Dominick Argento, at the National Convention 
of American Choral Directors Association in Oklahoma City. 
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David Hoose, Director of Orchestral Activities 
David Hoose is a professor of music in the School of Music at Boston 
University, where he is Director of Orchestral Act ivities. He has been 
Music Director of the Cantata Singers and Ensemble since 1984, and 
has been Music Director of Collage New Music since 1991. For eleven 
years, Professor Hoose was also Music Director of the Tallahassee . 
Symphony Orchestra. 
Professor Hoose is the 2008 recipient of Choral Arts New England's 
Alfred Nash Patterson Lifetime Achievement Award. He is also the 
recipient of the 2005 Alice M . Ditson Conductors Award, given 
in recognition of exceptional commitment to the performance of 
American music, and whose past recipients include Leonard Bernstein, 
Andre Previn, Eugene Ormandy and Leopold Stokowski. During his tenure with the Tallahassee 
Symphony Orchestra, the city of Tallahassee declared a week to be named after him in 
recognition of his contribut ions to the cultural life of the region. As a horn player and founding 
member of the Emmanuel Wind Quintet, he was a recipient of the Walter W. Naumburg Award 
for Chamber Music, and he was the recipient of the Dmitri Mitropolous Award for his w t 
the Tanglewood Music Center. 
Under Professor Hoose's leadership, Collage and Cantata Singers have given hundreds of 
premieres and have been active commissioners of dozens of new works, including music by 
John Harbison, Peter Child, James Primosch, Andrew lmbrie, Earl Kim, Stephen Hartke, Donald 
Sur, T.J. Anderson, Lior Navok, and Andy Vores. His recordings with these two organizations 
include music of Charles Fussell, Seymour Shifrin, Irving Fine, Ezra Sims, Child, Sur, Harbison 
and others; his recording with Co llage of Harbison's Mottetti di Montale, for New World 
Records, was a 2005 Grammy Nominee for Best Performance by a Sma ll Ensemble. His other 
recordings appear on the Koch, Nonesuch, Delos, CRI and Gun Mar labels. 
He has conducted the Chicago Philharmonic, Singapore Symphony Orchestra, Saint Louis 
Symphony, Utah Symphony, Korean Broadcasting Symphony (KBS), Orchestra Regionale 
Toscana (Florence), Quad Cities Symphony Orchestra, Ann Arbor Symphony, Opera Festiva l 
of New Jersey, and at the Warebrook, New Hampshire, Monadnock and Tanglewood music 
festivals. In Boston, he has appeared as guest conductor with the Boston Symphony Chamber 
Players, Handel & Haydn Society, Back Bay Chorale, Chorus Pro Musica, and numerous times 
with both Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra and Emmanuel Music. He has also conducted Auros, 
ALEA 111 , Dinosaur Annex, Fromm Chamber Players, and the Brandeis Contemporary Players, 
the last of which he was founder. 
Professor Hoose has several times been guest conductor at the New England Conservatory, 
and he has conducted the orchestras of the Shepherd School at Rice University, University of 
Southern California, Eastman School , and Manhattan School. For the past three summers, he 
has been a faculty member at the Rose City International Conducting Workshop, in Portland, 
Oregon. Conductors whom he has mentored at Boston University now serve in a wide 
variety of distinguished conducting positions, from music directorships of college and h 
orchestras, assistant and associate conductors of major U.S. orchestras, to music directc s 
of professional orchestras and opera companies. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
Ann Howard Jones, Director of Choral Activities 
Justin Blackwell, Assistant Conductor and Rehearsal Pianist 
The Boston University Symphonic Chorus is a musical organization made up of students from ten foreign 
countries and thirty-four states. While there has been choral singing at BU since the 1800s, the chorus, in its 
present form, was founded in 1993. In its brief history it has performed many major choral works and had a 
signifi cant co llaboration w ith the late Robert Shaw. 
Soprano Alto Bass 
Emily Baker Laura Blaha Benjamin Bouton 
Maura Bastarache Amy Canham Min Cho 
Chelsea Bell Erin Coffey Edward Cleary 
Caitlin Brett Rebecca Cunha Basil Considine 
Emily Can ia Elizabeth Doyle Michael Convicer 
Tara Deieso Brittney Freed Tom Curry 
Bridget Duval Christina Go Anteo Fabris 
Jessica Edgecomb Stephanie Gray David Fried 
Elissa Edwards Emily Harmon Michael Gallagan 
Kristi Esch Christina Heizmann Stephan Griffin 
uglielmo Mary Henriquez Trevor Haughton 
c Hami lton Alexandra Kalinowski Zachary Innis 
Megan Haapala Julie Lamattina Andrew Jordan 
Olivia Hauck Sylvia Lewin Joseph Kenny 
Mariko Henstock Chih Lian Lin Matthew Konrad 
Rachel Hippert Catilin McVeigh David LeValley 
Emily Howe Sarah Nedzel Ross Maddox 
Emily Hudson Belinda Paige Jacob McDonald 
Christine Kania Laura Pinkus Josh Nannestad 
Suzanne Karpov Annemarie Pulawski Emmett Patton 
Tung Lee Alexandra Rinn Matthew Reeves 
Joanna Lynn-Jacobs Jayne Swank Sebastian Remi 
Lea Madda Rebekah Wilens Kevin Ryan 
Katie Marcincuk Anna Woodbury Edward Sywu lka 
Elizabeth Markofski Kaitlyn Wulfken Thomas Weaver 
Janette Martinez Lid iya Yankovskaya Justin Werner 
Shannon McAuliffe Caleb Williams 
Megan McCamey Tenor Eytan Wurman 
Tavia Merchant Zachary Barnard Nathan Zullinger 
M ichele Murphy Tommy Barth 
Ellen Reavey Andrew Clark 
Elise Roth Peter Eramo 
Kirsten Smayda Nicholas Foster 
Abigail Smith Terrence Henderson 
Mariya Shoteva Jamie Hillman 
Crysta l Taber Chang-Yun Hsu 
Katrina Tammaso Christopher Maher 
Kira Winter Xav ier Nunez 








BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
David Hoose, Director of Orchestral Activities 
The Boston University School of Music orchestral program, under the guidance of David Hoose, assumes an integral 
and central role in the education of the School's instrumentalists, whether they are aspiring to professio~s as chamber 
musicians, orchestral musicians, or teachers, or are looking to musical lives that combine all three. The repertoire of 
the three ensembles of the program-the Symphony Orchestra , the Chamber Orchestra, and the W ind Ensemble-
reaches wide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to compelling if less familiar comp,ositions, and to music from 
this and the past centuries. The ensembles, led by an array of facu lty and guest conductors, present more than sixteen 
concerts each season, including col laborations with the opera and chora l departments, and annual performances in 
Boston's Symphony Hall. 
Violin I Bass 
Heather Braun, concertmaster Ethan Dubois Bebo Shiu, principal 
So Young Kwon Lee Ann Blackmore Jul ianne Russell 
Kina Park Ashlyn Olson Brent Edmondson 
Paul Pinard Min Jung Noh Nathaniel Mart in 
Kathryn Rooney Brandon Mason 
Johanna Grosshans Viola Zachery Cam hi 
Eun Gee Ahn Hye Min Choi, principal Nicholas Schwartz 
Shu- I Hsiung Laura M anko Alexander Edelmann 
Klaud ia Szlachta Esther Nahm 
Joo Hee Bae Suyeon Lee Flute 
You Lee Kim Evan Perry Nikoma Baccus -
Zaya Tsvetkova Nathaniel Farney Elzbieta Brandys + 
Oksana Georgieva Brianna Pesce Annie El mer • • 
Ji Hye Kim Kiara Perico Melissa Guadalupe 
Emily Stewart Caroline Leguia Liz Trinidad 
Hannah Choi Michelle Brune A hmed-Mehdi Najm 
Kathryn Koch Dahm Huh Meghan Mil ler 
Constance Bainbridge Tess Scott-Suhrstedt 
Hye Ryun Cha Chen Lin Piccolo 
Silvija Kristapsons Meghan Mil ler 
Violin II Joo Hyun Woo 
Eun Jung Lee, principal Chris M cClain Oboe 
Lisa Barksda le Andrew Sa lo Lindsay Fernandez-
Emi ly Chao Oliver Chang Hollingshead 
Tess Var ley Sarah Hassen 
Nelly Jabotinsky Cello Marizabel Lebron • 
George Mi ll sap Hyun-Ji Kwon, principal Nathan Swain * - + 
Yu Wen Chen Young Sook Lee 
Ju lia Holliday Hyun Min Lee English Horn 
Madeleine Jansen Seth Macleod Sarah Hassen 
Bo Young Hyun Christopher White 
Catherine Outterbridge Jeremiah Moon Clarinet 
Ling Li Matthew Flynn Ismai l Akmuradov 
Yuiko Nakano Eric A lterman Tunman Ho . 
Emma Gifford Ch i-Hui Kao Yi-Ju Lin * - + 
Yi-Hsiu Liu Ian Gott lieb Christian Teiber 
Hyun Ah Chang Andrew Chae 
Na Rae Han Daria Titova E-flat Clarinet 
Kendra Lenz Stephen Marotto Yi-J u Li n 




David Hoose, Music Director 




-~ The Heinrich Schiltz Season 
November 6th, 8:00pm-Jordan Hall 
Heinrich Schiltz: Musikalische Exequien 
Hugo Distler: Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied, 
from Geistliche Chonnusik 
Arnold Schoenberg: Friede auf Erden 
J.S. Bach: Cantata BWV 8, "Liebster Gott, wenn werd ich sterben?" 
January 15th, 8:00 pm - First Church Cambridge 
John Harbison: "We do not live to ourselves" 
"My little children, let us not love in word" 
Heinrich Schiltz: Psalm 116, "Das ist m.ir lieb" 
Maurice Durufle: Requiem 
March 12!11, 8:00 pm - Jordan Hall 
Claudio Monteverdi: L1etatus sum; Gloria a 7 vod 
Heinrich Schiltz: motets from Symphoniae sacrae III 1650 
motets from Cantiones sacrae 1625 
Francis Poulenc: Mass in G · Igor Stravinsky: Mass 
May 14th, 8:00 pm- Jordan Hall 
Heinrich Schiltz: Opus ultimum - Sc11wanengesang 
Psalm 119; Psalm 100; Deutsches Magnificat 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Boston University is one of the leading private research and teaching institutions in the world 
today, with two primary campuses in the heart of Boston and programs around the world. 
The Boston University College of Fine Arts was created in 1954 to bring together the Schoo l of 
Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visua l Arts. The University:s vision was to create 
a commun ity of artists in a conservatory-style schoo l offering professio.nal training in the arts 
to both undergraduate and graduate students, complemented by a liberal arts curricu lum for 
undergraduate students. Since those early days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun 
on the BU campus and extended into the city of Boston, a rich center of cu ltu ral, artistic and 
intellectual activity. 
Walt Meissner, Dean ad interim 
Robert Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
DEAN'S ADVISORY BOARD 
Jason Alexander 
Actor, director, writer 
Fred Bronstein 
Member, BU Board of Overseers 
President and Executive Director 
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra 
Saul Cohen 
President 
Hammond Residential Real Estate 
Chester Douglass 
Professor and Department Chair, 




BU Schoo l of Theatre Retired 
Steven Friedlander 
Principal 
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander 
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SungEun Han-Andersen 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 






Executive Stage Director, 
Metropolitan Opera Association 
Stewart F. Lane 
President & CEO 
Stewart F. Lane Productions 
Penny Peters 
Communications Strategist 
and Management Consu ltant 
Nina Tassler 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 
President, CBS Entertainment 
Gael Towey 
Chief Creative Officer, 
Executive Editor 




Orlando-Ward & Associates 
Luo Yan 
President 
Silver Dream Productions 
Ira Yoffe 
Principal/Creative Director 
Yaffe Media Group 
---
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRINGS 
Steven Ansell viola • 
Edwin Barker double boss' 
Cathy Basra k viola 
Bonnie Black pedagogy • 
Lynn Chang violin 
Jules Eskin cello 
Edward Gazouleas viola 
Raphael Hi llyer viola 
M arc Johnson cello 
Bayla Keyes violin • 
Michelle Lacourse viola • 
Benjamin Levy double boss 
Lucia Lin violin * 
Malcolm Lowe viofin 
Dana Mazurkevich violin 
Yuri Mazurkev ich violin " 
lkuko M izuno violin 
John Muratore guitar 
George Neikrug cello ++ 
James Orleans double bass 
Leslie Parnas cello 
Ann Hobson Pi lot horp 
Ba rbara Poeschl-Edrich 
h 
eynolds cello • 
Rt. ider cello 
Todd Seeber double boss 
Roman Totenberg 
violin++ 
Lawrence Wolfe double boss 
Michael Zaretsky viola 
Peter Zazofsky violin .. 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, 
and PERCUSSION 
Laura Ahlbeck oboe 
Ken A mis tubo 
Jennifer Bi ll saxophone 
Peter Chapman trumpet 
Geralyn Coticone flute 
Dorio! Dwyer flute 
Terry Everson trumpet t 
John Ferril lo oboe 
Richard Flanagan 
percussion 
Joseph Foley trumpet 
Timothy Genis percussion 
Ian Greitzer clarinet 
Rona ld Haroutounian 
bassoon 
John Heiss flute 
Gregg Henegar bassoon 
Renee Krimsier flute 
Gabriel Langfur, trombone 
Don Lucas trombone * 
Richard Menaul horn 
Suzanne Nelsen bassoon 
Craig Nordstrom, clarinet 
Toby Oft, trombone 
Elizabeth Ostling flute 
Ken Radnofsky saxophone 
Richard Ranti bassoon 
Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
Mike Roylance tuba 
Matthew Ruggiero 
bassoon 
Eric Ruske horn • 
Robert Sheena 
English horn 
Ethan Sloane clarinet .. 
Jason Snider horn 
Samuel Solomon 
percussion 
James Sommerville horn 
Linda Toote flute • 
Lee Vinson percussion 
PIANO 
Anthony di Bonaventura ' 
Maria Clades-Jaguaribe • 
Linda Jiorle-Nagy 
Boaz Sharon • 
COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
Shiela Kibbe • 
Robert M erfeld 
ORGAN 
Nancy Granert 
Peter Sykes • 
VOICE 
Michelle A lexander 
Sarah Arneson " 
Penelope Bitzas • 
Sharon Daniels .. 
Emma Dassori 
James Demler • 
Gary Durham 
Simon Estes " 
Phyllis Hoffman • 
Frank Kelley 
Matthew Larson 
Susan Ormont • 
Jerrold Pope • 
Maria Spacagna 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
J. Casey Soward, Manager of Production and Performance 
Diane Mcl ean, Stage Manager 
Shane McMahon, Recording Engineer 
Ephraim Eric Roberson, Scheduling and Programs Coordinator 
Kris Sessa, Librarian 
. Martin Snow, Keyboard Technician and Restoration 
Roberto Toledo, Head Recording Engineer 
er E OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
V issner, Dean ad interim 
Roe . Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne A llen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
HISTORICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
A ldo Abreu recorder 
Sarah Freiberg Ell ison 
cello 
Laura Jeppesen 
viola do gamba 
Christopher Krueger 
Baroque flute 
Catherine Liddell lute 
Martin Pearlman 






Baroque violin, viola 
Peter Sykes harpsichord • 
MUSICOLOGY and 
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 
Victor Coelho • 
Steven Cornelius • 
Brita Heimarck .. 
Thomas Peatt ie * 
Joshua Rifkin ' 
Andrew Shenton • 
Joel Sheveloff • 




Martin Amlin • 
Deborah Burton• 
Richard Cornell • 
Joshua Fineberg • 
Samuel Headrick • 
David Kopp' 
Rod ney Li ster * 
Ketty Nez• 
John Wallace • 
Steven Weigt • 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 





Diana Dansereau • 
A ndre de Quadros • 
Jay Dorfman • 
Andrew Goodrich • 
Lee Higgins • 
Patrick Jones • 
Ron Kos .,, 
Warren Levenson 
Roger Mant ie "' 
Sandra Nicolucci • 




David Hoose .. 
Ann Howard Jones "' 
David Martins 
Dennis Shrock choral li t. 
OPERA INSTITUTE 
Helena Binder 
Jud ith Chaffee 
Phyll is Curtin++ 
Sharon Daniels • 
Mel inda Sullivan-Friedman 
Frank Ke lley 
Wi ll iam Lumpkin • 
Jim Petosa 




A llison Voth · 
STAFF PIANISTS 
Michelle A lexander 
Eve Budnick 




represented in bold 
• full -t ime faculty 
++Emeri tus 
Martin Amlin, Composition and Theory 
Phyllis Hoffman, Applied Studies and Performance 
Ann Howard Jones, Ensembles 
Patrick Jones, Music Education 
Jeremy Yudkin, Musicology and Ethnomusicofogy 
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FRIENDS OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
We are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importance of supporting gifted 
students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their generous contributions. Gifts to the College of Fine Arts fund 
important capital initiatives, educational outreach, events, programs, performances, and exhibitions, all of which directly 
benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. . 
The College thanks the following donors for their generous support during the 2008-2009 fiscal year.* 
$100,000 to $200,000 
SungEun Han-Andersen 
$25,000 to $99,999 
Theodore Antoniou 
Roger C. Davidson 
Andrew R. Lack 
Stewart F. Lane and Bonnie Comley 
Mary Ann Milano 
Loren and Noanie Miller 
Herman and Joane Miller 
John Silber 
Surdna Foundation, Inc. 
$5,000 to $24,999 
Elizabeth A. Archer 
Berkshire Taconic Community 
Foundation, Inc. 
John A. and Harriet S. Carey 
Clovelly Charitable Trust 
J. David Copeland 
Bette Davis Foundation, Inc. 
Elizabeth B. Ellis Foundation 
Edward J. Fi tzPatrick, Jr. 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Larry G. and Ann Howard Jones 
Margaret S. Lindsay Fou ndation 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
A. Neil and Jane L. Pappalardo 
Helen Uffner Vintage Clothing LLC 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
Dr. and Mrs. Ernst van Metzsch 
$2,500 to $4, 999 
The ASCAP Foundation Irving 
Caesar Fund 
Richard F. Balsam, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul B. Cohen 
Chet and Joy Douglass 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Dubbs 
Michael Goldenberg 
Dmitri and Elena llyin 
David Kneuss 
Phoenix Symphony Guild 
The Presser Foundation 
Rena issance Musical Arts, Ltd. 
Luo Yan 
$1,000 to $2,499 
Cathy M . Altholz 
Lauren Ambrose 
Cathy Barbash 
Elise R. Baum 
Bose Foundation, Inc. 
Fred A. Bronstein 
Janyce Ingalls Broude 
Richard D. Carmel Charitable 
Remainder Trust 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Castle 
Frank A. D'Accone 
Margaret May Darnen 
Edna L. Davis 
Teresa Del Piero 
William E. Earle 
Richard W. Ekdahl 
Marie V. Fa labella 
Thomas C. Farrell, Esq. 
Judith M. Flynn 
Steven G. Friedlander 
Richard and Susan Grausman 
Herbert P. Gray 
Lady Mercia M. Harrison 
Gudjonson Hermannsson 
Blake W. Hinson 
Phyllis E. Hoffman 
Joan F. Horton 
Lindsey V. Humes 
Ellen B. Kazis-Walker 
Dean and Elizabeth Kehler 
Tom F. Kelley and Irene Gesiak Kelley 
Kendrick, Jackson & Kear l LLC 
Robert and Gwen Krivi 
Lillie M. Kumar 
Eli Lil ly and Company 
John E. Loveless 
The Reverend Dr. Joan B. Malick 
Margaret M. Martin 
Walt C. Meissner 
Noble Ford Productions 
Andrea Okamura 
F. Taylor Pape 
Poppies & Posies Events LLC 
Sandra Lee Rowsell 
Ivan D. Schwartz 
Amy Abrich Shemin 
Wenger Corporation 
Avedis Zildjian Company 
$500 lo $999 
The Estate of Constantin Alajalov 
Apostolos A. Aliapoulios 
Amy Lynn Barber 
Elizabeth H. Bower 
Mr. and Mrs. Sa lvatore J. Cania, Jr. 
Ellen Carr 
Christopher E. Chalsen 
Ann B. Dickson 
Alan R. Dynner 
Debra Dion Faust 
David L. Feigenbaum and 
Maureen Meister 
R. Terrell Finney, Jr. 
Carolyn B. Fowles 
Frank C. Ginsberg 
Michelle Goodwyn 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Hobbs 
Colonel Capers A. Holmes, USAF(Ret.) 
Jimmie L. Jackson 
David T. Lifland 
Nina Lopez Clariond 
Robert Maganuco 
Mary Meier 
Raymond Mui , 
Jane M. Mus~Y 
Anne Neely 
James Noone 
Mia R. Oberl ink 
Jim Petosa 
Lawrence Pollans 
Pauline A. Rowe 
Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Marvin Y. Schafer 
Margaret Spillane 
Roberta S. Steiner 
Patrick J. Szymanski 
Richard E. Van Deusen and Carol Nadell 
Ira Yaffe 
$25010 $499 
Diane T. Abel 
Joan Adams 
Sylvia G. Alimena 
David A. Bamel 
Jane Bernstein 
Paula J. Bishop 
Jody Briggs 
Joan C. Cavicchi 
Beth S. Chen Buslow 
Mitchell E. Cohen 
George Darveris 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Depoo, Jr. 
Linda Anne Dehaney 
Peter F. Donnelly, Jr.·j-
John W. Fish, Jr. 
George S. Forbes 
Laura Giannitrapani 
Lynne M. Harding 
John Tobias Hecht, Esq. 
Julia A. Hennig 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott M. Himes 
Renate S. Jeffries 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Klingler 
Dr. and Mrs. Sa ran Kraichoke 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Loeb 
Linda Machiz-Kilimonis 
Michel le C. Mendez 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Milburn Il l 
Joel and Claudia Nimar 
Maureen O'Neill 
Andrew Lewis Price 
Debbie Prost 
Ellen Redican 
Craig Franklin Schreiber 
Kaipo Schwab 
Bernard G. Schwartz 
Janet T. Schweiger 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Slotnick 
Carol E. Strittmatter 
Tetsuo Tamanaha 
Theresa Pease Wa lker 
Virginia E. Withey 
Kalman W. Zabarsky and 
Kerry F. Loughman 
Andrew B. Zimmerman 
*This list reflects donations made between Ju ly 1, 2008, and June 30, 2009. If your name has been omitted from thi~ list, 
please contact CFA at 617-353-5544, so that we can correct our records. 
-;- deceased 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporte rs, please co ntact us at 617-353 -5544 or make a 
donation onl ine at www.bu.edu/cfa/alumni/giv ing-back. We would love to we lcome you into our donor communi ty' 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
UPCOMING EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES 
Monday, April 12, 7:30pm 
April 15, 16, 17, 7:30pm 
Sunday, April 18, 2:00pm 
Saturday, April 17, 7:30pm 
( 
' 
Tuesday, April 20, 7:30pm 
Tuesday, April 20, 7:30pm 
Thursday, April 22, 7:30pm 
Tuesday, April 27, 7:30pm 
Faculty Recital Series 
Dark, Sultry, & Eccentric 
Michelle Lacourse, viola 
Martin Amlin, piano 
Tsai Performance Center 
Boston University Mainstage Opera 
Carlisle Floyd, Susannah 
William Lumpkin, conductor 
Sharon Daniels, stage director 
Boston University Theatre, Mainstage 
Xanthos Ensemble 
Works by Boston University Theory and Composition Students 
Concert Hall 
Muir String Quartet 
In Residence at Boston University 
The Beethoven Cycle, Part 6 
Metcalf Trustee Center 
Boston University Wind Ensemble 
David Martins, conductor 
Robert Sheena, English horn 
Tsai Performance Center 
World Music Concert 
Folkloric Music and Dance from Ghana and Surinam 
Steven Cornelius, director 
College of Fine Arts, Room 167 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra 
Winners of the Boston University Soloists' Competition 
Zachary Bruno, Tiffany Chang, David Hoose, 
and Genevieve Leclair, conductors 
Tsai Performance Center 
Boston University Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue 
Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Metcalf Trustee Center, 1 Si lber Way, 9th floor 
CFA Room 167, 855 Commonwea lth Avenue 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
www.bu.edu/cfa/events 
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